STATE OF THE PRACTICE

LOCAL THREADS
relearning, reciprocity, reconnection on Salish land and sea

Highlighting the community creative research led by EartHand Gleaners Society at two public park sites—Means of Production and Trillium North Park—both creative commons for growing art-crop materials and hosting seasonal-based outdoor workshops and celebrations.

EXHIBITION HALL ACTIVITIES

OPENING RECEPTION
Sep 20 6-8pm

ARTISTS TALK
(Performance Centre)
June Pardue and Peter Ananin
Sep 20 8-9pm

SEWING CIRCLES
Sep 21, 24 2-5pm
Sep 25-27 1-4pm

INTERACTIVE TANNERY
Sep 22, 25-27 1-4pm

MATERIAL TO MAKER MATCH-MAKING
Sep 29 10-11:30am

SALISH WEAVING DEMONSTRATION
Sep 29 11am-12:30pm

PLANTS TO NET EVENT
Sep 29 12:30-4pm

SEP 17 – 29

STATE OF THE PRACTICE
Local Threads: relearning, reciprocity, reconnection on Salish land and sea is hosted on the unceded, ancestral territory of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh Nations.

THE ROUNDHOUSE COMMUNITY ARTS AND RECREATION CENTRE
181 Roundhouse Mews

FOR MORE ABOUT RELATED PROGRAMMING VISIT EARTHAND.COM.